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In this report, we present prospective sensitivity to anomalous couplings between the Higgs boson8

and the Z boson at the future International Linear Collider (ILC) experiment. The analysis is9

performed by employing a framework of the Effective Field Theory (EFT) where new Lorentz tensor10

structures of the ZZH couplings that include both CP-even and CP-odd states of the Higgs boson11

can be assumed with a new physics scale Λ. The evaluation of the sensitivity is conducted based on12

full detector simulation in which all SM-background contributions are taken into account. Variation13

of kinematical distributions of leading channels of main Higgs production processes e+e− → ZH →14

ff̄H and e+e− → ZZ → e+e−H and total cross-sections are used to find out deviations from15

the SM predictions. Results for the anomalous ZZH couplings are given with the assumption of16

benchmark integrated luminosities and certain realistic running scenario of the ILC experiment for17

both center-of-mass energies
√
s=250 and 500 GeV with two different beam polarization states.18

Sensitivity to anomalous γZH couplings are also evaluated based on the framework of the EFT by19

utilizing two different beam polarization states. A discussion on sensitivity to general parameters20

describing new Lorentz tensor structures related to the Higgs boson and the vector bosons is given21

at the end.22
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Figure 3: Distributions show each observable used for the background suppression. Explanation
of the observables are given in the text. Red arrows on the plots indicate the cut values applied
to each observable.

construct from a theoretical distribution xGen
i , things to do is just to multiply the theoretical181

distribution xGen
i by the event acceptance ηi and the probability of the migration f̄0i. In this182

manner over the number of bins, theoretical angular distribution can be transferred to the realistic183

angular distribution which would be observed in the real detectors. Summary plots of the two-184

dimensional angular distributions of x(cos θ∗f , cos θZ) and x(cos θZ ,∆Φff̄ ) binned in 10× 10 are185

also plotted instead of the three-dimensional distribution (because the illustration of the three-186

dimensional distribution is too difficult) as demonstrations of a multi-dimensional distribution,187

which are given in Fig. ?? and Fig. 6. Similary for the reconstruction of certain bin of a realistic188

distribution xRec
jb , for instance the (0,0)-th bin xRec

00 , things to do is to multiply the theoretical189

distribution xGen
ia by the acceptance ηia and the probability of the migration f̄00ia.190

1.1.3 Impact of angular distributions191

Using the event acceptance η and the probability of the migration effects f̄ that are evaluated192

through the full simulation by the last section, the χ2 test is performed, which is described in193

the section ***** *****. Fig. 7 show the sensitivity to the anomalous ZZH couplings with194

one-parameter space of aZ , bZ , and b̃Z , where ∆χ2 is given as ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2
min and χ2

min is195

exactly 0.0 in the current settings since 0.0 values for each parameter can exactly recover the SM196

distributions. The evaluations are performed using the one-dimensional distributions of x(cos θZ)197

and x(∆Φff̄ ) as demonstrations, which are binned in 20, and the three-dimensional distribution198

of x(cos θ∗f , cos θZ ,∆Φff̄ ) binned in 5×5×5 is also used to confirm the impact of the multi-199

dimensional distribution. Since the parameter aZ which is the SM-like one does not change any200

angular distributions at all, the values of ∆χ2 of aZ is uniformly 0.0 over the parameter space201

whereas the existence of the parameter bZ or b̃Z could be detectable because both parameters bZ202

and b̃Z can change the angular distribution largely from the SM predictions. It is also seen that203

both beam polarization states P(e−, e+)= (-80%,+30%) and (+80%,-30%) have similar impact on204

the sensitivity to the anomalous couplings.205

Fig. 8 also show color plots of ∆χ2 in which the evaluations are done for each two-parameter206
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